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Abstract
Experiments measuring the scattering of molecular beams from surfaces are capable of

providing important information on the gas–surface interaction. However, such experiments
are often carried out under conditions in which a substantial amount of the energy transfer
is through excitations of phonons at the surface. This paper reviews theoretical methods of
treating energy transfer to the surface from the limit of purely quantum mechanical elastic
diffraction and single phonon transfer to the classical limit of large numbers of phonon exci-
tations. In the multiphonon limit, theories of molecule–surface scattering are discussed which
are classical in the translational and rotational degrees of freedom but quantum mechanical
in the treatment of internal molecular vibrational modes. Through direct comparison with
experiments it is shown that qualitative and quantitative explanations, as well as important
physical information, can be obtained for many phenomena involving multiple phonon ex-
citation observed in molecule–surface collisions. Examples are discussed that include both
situations in which multiphonon excitation is the primary object of study and cases in which
it is a secondary effect that must be accounted for. These examples include scattered angular
distributions, translational energy-resolved measurements, rotational energy resolved spectra
and internal vibrational mode excitation probabilities.
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3.1. Introduction

This paper concerns the exchange of energy in the collision of molecules with a surface.
In particular, it is intended as a useful review for describing energy transfer in experiments
in which a well-defined molecular beam is directed towards a surface and the final states
of the molecules eventually leaving the surface are measured in a detector. Typical exper-
iments are carried out under ultra-high vacuum conditions with projectiles ranging from
the smallest possible masses such as H2 molecules or He atoms to large mass gases, and
energies are usually in the thermal to hypersonic range which corresponds to translational
energies from a few meV to several eV. A collision with the surface can lead to a vari-
ety of different outcomes, for example the molecules leaving the surface may be directly
scattered, they can be briefly trapped at the surface, or may be adsorbed for longer times
before eventually desorbing. In all cases an important channel for exchange of energy is
phonon annihilation or creation, and in most cases this is by far the dominant mechanism
for energy transfer although excitation of electron–hole pairs or other elementary electronic
excitations may play a role for high energies and larger mass gas particles.

One of the earliest experiments to attempt to characterize the nature of atom surface
collisions was that of Roberts who measured energy transfer between rare gases and a
tungsten surface (Roberts, 1930). These experiments stimulated theoretical calculations by
Mott and Jackson using the methods of quantum mechanics which were being developed
at the time (Jackson and Mott, 1932; Jackson, 1932). Their calculations were the first to
describe the energy transfer in surface scattering by what is now known as a single-phonon
distorted wave Born approximation. Also during the early years of quantum mechanics
Stern and co-workers started a long series of experiments, primarily scattering of He
beams from LiF(001) surfaces, in which the apparent motivating objective was to confirm
the de Broglie matter wave hypothesis through observation of diffraction peaks (Frisch,
1979; Stern, 1920a, 1920b, 1926; Knauer and Stern, 1929; Estermann and Stern, 1930;
Estermann et al., 1931). This seminal work prompted a series of publications by Lennard-
Jones and his students that pointed out the importance of trapping in the physisorption
potential well and the importance of energy transfer to the phonons (Lennard-Jones and
Devonshire, 1936a, 1936b, 1936c, 1936d, 1937a, 1937b, 1936b). Their calculations were
also done in the distorted wave Born approximation, and they even investigated multi-
ple phonon transfers, although we know today that the multiple phonon excitations they
calculated (Strachan, 1935) are not the dominant contribution to multiple phonon energy
exchange (Manson and Tompkins, 1977).

With the advent in the 1960s and 1970s of improved ultra-high vacuum techniques,
together with the development of highly mono-energetic molecular jet beams, there was a
renewed interest in gas–surface experiments. This led to measurements that were capable
of detecting single surface phonon creations and annihilations and the first measurements
of surface phonon dispersion relations (Brusdeylins et al., 1980, 1981). These experiments
have developed to the point that today He atom scattering from surfaces is a standard
method of obtaining surface sensitive information. The scattering of many other atomic
and molecular particles is used to obtain information on both the surfaces, the molecule–
surface interaction potential, and on surface chemical reactions.
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In all such experiments, energy transfer to the phonons is important. In many cases, a
significant portion of the incident translational energy can be lost upon collision, for ex-
ample in the case of NO or N2 scattering from typical metal surfaces, a beam with incident
energy of order 1 eV can lose 25–75% of its energy into phonons, which essentially means
transferring heat to the surface. Such large energy transfers will have a substantial effect
on other processes such as adsorption and excitation of internal molecular modes and thus
must be understood. Even in the case of He atom scattering at thermal energies, where
the dominant inelastic processes tend to be single phonon excitation of Rayleigh and other
surface modes, there is a background in the energy-resolved scattering spectrum that is in
large part due to multiphonon events. Identifying and subtracting this background from the
single phonon contributions is an essential problem because under certain circumstances
the multiphonon background can produce peaks in the scattering spectra that resemble sin-
gle phonon features (Celli et al., 1991). However, background subtraction is far from the
only reason for needing an understanding of multiphonon events. Important features of the
molecule–surface interaction potential are revealed in the behavior of multiphonon spectra
and, since the study of multiple phonon events ranges from small to large quantum num-
bers of excitation, it provides an interesting example of the transition from purely quantum
phenomena to classical physics at large quantum numbers.

Much of the study of phonon excitation in molecule–surface collisions has been treated
in earlier reviews, a partial list of which is given in Hulpke (1992), Bortolani and Levi
(1986), Toennies (1991), Rettner and Ashfold (1991), Barker and Auerbach (1984), Celli
(1984), Toennies (1987), Scoles (1988) Campargue (2001) Benedek and Toennies (1994),
Manson (1994), Gumhalter (2001). The organization of this paper is as follows. The next
section (Section 3.2) presents a simple and elegant elementary model for describing scat-
tering events in which large numbers of phonons are transferred. This model serves as a
basis for understanding and developing a variety of theoretical approaches that have been
used for multiphonon scattering from surfaces by atoms and molecules. A brief descrip-
tion of the quantities actually measured in experiments and how they relate to the calculated
scattering probabilities is in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 a general approach to the theory
of surface scattering that can be applied to multiple phonon energy transfers is developed.
This theory begins with atomic projectiles and then extends the treatment to include the
internal degrees of freedom of molecules. The theoretical approach is illustrated and dis-
cussed through comparisons with several different types of experimental scattering inten-
sity measurements in Section 3.5. Further discussion and some conclusions are presented
in Section 3.6.

3.2. Basic model for multiphonon excitation

Although it will be seen in the sections below that the multiphonon contributions to scat-
tering spectra can be manifest in many different forms, the basic aspects of multiphonon
energy transfer in many molecule–surface scattering experiments can often be understood
and analyzed within the framework of a classical model for energy transfer between an
atomic projectile and a target consisting of discrete atoms. This model is perhaps best ex-
pressed mathematically in terms of the transition rate w(pf , pi ) which is the probability
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per unit time that a particle initially in a state of momentum pi will make a transition to
the final state pf . This is the same transition rate that is used as the fundamental start-
ing point in the quantum mechanical description of scattering theory (Rodberg and Thaler,
1967) and it provides a convenient description that is independent of any effects imposed
by the constraints of the particular experiment used to measure the scattering. The ways
in which actual experimentally measured quantities can be determined from the transition
rate w(pf , pi ) is discussed below in Section 3.3.

The basic transition rate, which can be calculated from purely classical mechanics, for
an atomic projectile of mass m colliding with a target of atomic scattering centers with mass
MC and whose initial velocity distribution is determined by the equilibrium condition of
equipartition of energy is

(3.1)w(pf , pi ) = 1

h̄
|τf i |2

[
π

kBTS�ET
0

] 1
2

exp

{
− (ET

f − ET
i + �ET

0 )2

4kBTS�ET
0

}
,

where the translational energy is ET
f = p2

f /2m, TS is the surface temperature, kB is Boltz-

mann’s constant, and the recoil energy is given by �ET
0 = (pf − pi )

2/2MC . |τf i |2 is a
form factor that depends on the interaction potential between projectile and target atoms,
for example, it is a constant for hard sphere collisions. The quantity h̄ is a constant having
dimensions of action and the first principles quantum mechanical derivation given below
in Section 3.4 shows that this is properly identified to be Planck’s constant divided by 2π .

Equation (3.1) is quite old, having been used to describe multiphonon scattering in
neutron scattering (Sjölander, 1959) and ion scattering (Micha, 1981). It actually gives
a very good quantitative description of the single collision peak observed in certain low
energy ion scattering experiments (Muis and Manson, 1996; Powers et al., 2004). At first
glance, Eq. (3.1) appears to be a Gaussian-like function of the energy difference ET

f − ET
i

but in actual practice under many initial conditions it can be highly skewed and appear
quite different from Gaussian-like behavior. For example, in the limit of very small incident
energy Eq. (3.1) goes over to exponential behavior in the final energy

(3.2)w(pf , pi ) = 1

h̄
|τf i |2

[
π

kBTSμET
f

] 1
2

exp

{
−ET

f (1 + μ)2

4kBTSμ

}
,

where the mass ratio is μ = m/MC .
Under many initial conditions, Eq. (3.1) does look Gaussian like. For example, for the

incident energy ET
i large compared to kBTS and μ < 1 it has only a single peak when

plotted as a function of final energy ET
f at fixed incident and final angles. The position of

the peak, or the most probable final energy, lies very nearly at the zero of the argument of

the exponential which is given by the Baule condition ET
f = f (θ)ET

i in which θ is the
total scattering angle (the angle between pf and pi) and f (θ) is given by

(3.3)f (θ) =
(√

1 − μ2 sin2 θ + μ cos θ

1 + μ

)2

.
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The width of this peak, expressed as the mean-square deviation from the most probable
energy is approximately

(3.4)
〈
(�ET )2〉 ≈ 2g(θ)ET

i kBTS,

where

(3.5)g(θ) = gT A(θ)

1 + μ − μ cos θ√
f (θ)

,

with

(3.6)gT A(θ) = μ
(
1 + f (θ) − 2

√
f (θ) cos θ

)
.

The function gT A(θ) is the approximation to g(θ) that is obtained in the so-called trajectory
approximation (Burke et al., 1991; DiRubio et al., 1994). The intensity at the position of the
most probable final energy peak is dictated by the prefactor, or envelope function, which
goes as

(3.7)IMAX ∝ 1

(kBTS�ET
0 )1/2

≈ 1

(kBTSgT A(θ)ET
i )1/2

.

The fact that the width increases with the square root of temperature and energy while
the maximum intensity decreases with the same square root behavior is indicative of the
unitarity property of the differential reflection coefficient of Eq. (3.1), i.e., it is normalizable
which indicates that the number of scattered particles equals the number incident. Eqs. (3.3)
through (3.6) are recognized as the familiar expressions associated with the properties of
collisions of two rigid spheres and generally attributed to the work of Baule dating from the
early 1900s (Baule, 1914; Goodman, 1974). The general behavior of Eq. (3.1) can become
more complex, for example if μ > 1 it can exhibit double peaks or no well-defined peaks
at all depending on the scattering angles.

An important, and perhaps somewhat surprising property of Eq. (3.1) is that it depends
in no way on the vibrational properties of the target, in fact it will be shown below that it
depends only on a distribution of velocities in the target that obeys the equilibrium property
of equipartition of energy, examples being thermal vibrations in solids or the distribution
of speeds in a gas. This is the same as saying that even though Eq. (3.1) describes energy
transfer with the vibrational modes it contains no information about the phonons or any
other elementary excitations, such as electron–hole pairs, that may have been created. It
describes a collision event in which the projectile atom collides with a target atom, the
target recoils, but the projectile then leaves the scene of the collision before the recoiling
target atom has an opportunity to create vibrations or other excitations in the target. The
recoiling atom eventually does create a cloud of multiple phonon excitations, but by this
time the original projectile is far away and carries no detailed information about the nature
of the excitations created and destroyed.

In spite of its simplicity, and the paucity of information about the properties of the target
contained in Eq. (3.1), it and its many related forms are very useful in describing multi-
phonon energy transfer observed in particle–surface scattering experiments. Specifically,
Eq. (3.1) and its properties described in Eqs. (3.3) through (3.7) have been shown to ex-
plain the temperature and energy dependence of single scattering events in low energy ion
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scattering, specifically for Na+ and K+ scattering from Cu(100) (Muis and Manson, 1996;
Powers et al., 2004). It has also been used to describe the energy resolved scattering spectra
observed in experiments of rare gases scattering from metal surfaces (Muis and Manson,
1997; Dai and Manson, 2003).

A straightforward way of deriving Eq. (3.1) above is to recognize that in a collision of an
atomic projectile with a discrete target core the transition rate will depend on the essential
conditions of conservation of momentum and energy between target and projectile, i.e., the
transition rate will be of the form

(3.8)w(pf , pi ) ∝
〈∑

kf

F δ
(
ET

f + εT
f − ET

i − εT
i

)
δ(pf + kf − pi − ki )

〉

where ki and kf are the translational momentum of the target atom before and after the
collision, respectively, εT

i and εT
i are the corresponding target atom energies, and F is a

function depending on all final and initial momenta which will be related below to the
scattering form factor |τf i |2. Because the initial and final states of the target particles are
not measured in a typical experiment, the transition rate must be averaged over all initial
states of the many-body target as signified by the symbol 〈 〉 and also must be summed or
integrated over all final momenta of the target. The summation over final target momenta
is trivially carried out leading to

(3.9)w(pf , pi ) ∝
〈
Fδ

(
ET

f − ET
i + p2

2MC

− ki · p
MC

)〉
,

where p = pf − pi is the momentum scattering vector. Next, the energy δ-function is
represented by its Fourier transform over time t , and additionally making the assumption
that F is independent of the initial target momentum, the transition rate becomes

(3.10)w(pf , pi ) ∝ F(pf , pi )

2πh̄

∫ +∞

−∞
dt e

−i(ET
f −ET

i + p2

2MC
)t/h̄〈

e
−i

ki ·p
MC

t
h̄
〉
,

where as mentioned above h̄ is a constant having dimensions of mechanical action. (In a
quantum mechanical treatment, h̄ becomes Planck’s constant divided by 2π as is indicated
in the treatments of Section 3.4 below (Sjölander, 1959; Brako and Newns, 1982; Brako,
1982; Manson, 1991).)

The average over initial target states appearing in Eq. (3.10) is readily carried out as-
suming three dimensional isotropy of initial motion and using a Maxwell–Boltzmann dis-
tribution of momenta.

(3.11)

〈
exp

{
−i

ki · p
MC

t

h̄

}〉
= exp

{
− p2

2MC

kBTS

t2

h̄2

}
= exp

{
−�ET

0 kBTS

t2

h̄2

}
.

Now, when the result of Eq. (3.11) is used in Eq. (3.10), the Fourier transform is a simple
Gaussian integral and the result is precisely the discrete target transition rate of Eq. (3.1),
after making the identification F(pf , pi ) ∝ |τf i |2 for the form factor. This derivation of
Eq. (3.1) is not only straightforward and direct, it also points out very clearly all assump-
tions and approximations which are used in its derivation. In particular it is derived from
purely classical physics, its form is dictated by the energy and momentum conservation
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laws, and the statistical mechanics depends only on the equilibrium equipartition of initial
momenta in the target.

In the sections below, the theoretical treatment of inelastic molecule–surface scattering
with energy transfer to the phonons of the target will be reviewed. This will cover the
range from purely quantum mechanical processes with only a single phonon excited to
the classical limit of many phonons as manifest in the example equation of Eq. (3.1). In
the process a series of expressions related to Eq. (3.1) will be developed, all of which
have shown applicability to explaining molecule surface scattering experiments. Eq. (3.1),
which is the limiting case for a collection of discrete target atoms, will be extended to
scattering from smooth surface barriers and to include excitation of internal rotational and
vibrational degrees of freedom of the projectile.

3.3. Experimentally measured quantities

The transition rate for atomic scattering w(pf , pi ) depends only on the final and initial
translational momenta, while for molecular scattering it will depend also on the internal
modes, i.e., the transition rate becomes w(pf , lf , αjf ; pi , li , αji) where lf or li are the
angular momenta for the final and initial states, respectively, and αjf or αji are the excita-
tion quantum numbers for the j th internal vibrational mode in the final or initial state. The
transition rate is a useful quantity on which to base the calculations because it gives the
probability per unit time for the transition between two well defined molecular states and is
independent of the experimental configuration. Quantities which are actually measured in
experiments, such a cross sections or differential reflection coefficients, are proportional to
w(pf , lf , αjf ; pi , li , αji) with the proportionality given by an appropriate Jacobian den-
sity of states that depends on the nature of the experimental apparatus. Since experimental
configurations, and detector devices, can vary considerably it is worthwhile to give a brief
description of the relationship between the transition rate and quantities that are measured.

In an idealized surface scattering experiment what is often measured is the differential
reflection coefficient, essentially a differential cross section per unit surface area, given by
the transition rate normalized to the incident beam flux with the phase space differential
volume element converted to spherical coordinates

(3.12)
d3R(pf , lf , αjf ; pi , li , αji)

dET
f dΩf

= L4

(2πh̄)3

m2|pf |
piz

w(pf , lf , αjf ; pi , li , αji),

where L is a quantization length and piz = pi cos(θi) is the incident perpendicular momen-
tum and this appears because it is proportional to the incident particle flux crossing a plane
parallel to the surface. The factor of pf arises from expressing the element of phase space
volume in spherical coordinates d3pf = p2

f dpf dΩf = mpf dET
f dΩf . Equation (3.12)

gives the probability per unit final translational energy ET
f and per unit final solid angle

Ωf that a particle initially prepared in a state denoted by quantum numbers i will make a
transition to the final state denoted by quantum numbers f .

Equation (3.12) is a good representation of what is actually measured by a large num-
ber of atomic and molecular surface scattering experiments. It describes an experiment in
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which all particles scattered from the surface in a particular angular direction can enter
the detector, and in practical terms this means that the acceptance angle of the detector is
large enough to “see” the entire spot on the surface illuminated by the incident beam. Also,
in practical terms, the differential energy element dET

f is the smallest element of energy
resolvable by the detection apparatus and dΩf is the solid angle subtended by the detector
aperture measured relative to the sample.

The type of detector used in the experiment can introduce additional corrections to the
differential reflection coefficient of Eq. (3.12). In many experiments, the final molecule is
detected as it passes through a short detection length and the overall probability of detection
is small. In this case, the detection probability is proportional to the time spent traversing
the detector length, which is inversely proportional to the translational speed. Thus for this
type of detector, often referred to as a density detector, the differential reflection coefficient
must be divided by a factor of pf to account for the detector correction. As examples of
other types of detectors, a stagnation detector for atomic scattering requires no correction
to Eq. (3.12) while for ion scattering a typical detector is an electrostatic analyzer which
requires a correction of 1/p2

f .
Another variant of detector correction occurs in experiments utilizing a very large dis-

tance between the sample and the detector, such as very long time-of-flight arm used to
obtain high translational energy resolution (Brusdeylins et al., 1980, 1981). In such cases
the acceptance angle of the detector may be reduced to the point where the detector “sees”
only a small portion of the illuminated spot on the sample. In this case, the factor 1/ cos(θi)

associated with the factor 1/piz appearing on the right hand side of Eq. (3.12) must be re-
placed by 1/ cos(θf ). The reason for this is that in Eq. (3.12) the factor 1/ cos(θi) accounts
for the increase in total area of the spot on the sample surface that is illuminated by the in-
cident beam. However, if the detector does not accept the intensity coming from the whole
spot but “sees” only a small portion of this spot then the total area of illuminated surface
seen by the detector is dictated by the final scattering angle through a factor of 1/ cos(θf ).
Clearly, these two possibilities represent two extremes, and there are many experimen-
tal situations in which the illuminated beam spot and the area subtended by the detector
are comparable in size. In such situations the geometrical correction factors can get quite
complicated.

The above remarks on detector corrections represent only a small and idealized sam-
pling of situations that can arise in actual experimental configurations. However, determin-
ing the corrections that must be used in each situation can be quite important in comparing
theoretical calculations with measurements. For example, in measurements of translational
energy-resolved spectra the intensity of scattered particles is plotted as a function of final
translational energy. Narrow single surface phonon peaks in such a plot will not be appre-
ciably shifted by a detector correction such as a factor of 1/pf but their relative intensities
will be affected. On the other hand, a broad multiphonon background peak will have both
its intensity altered and peak position shifted by such a correction, and at low energies
such shifts can amount to a substantial fraction of the incident beam energy. Thus, it be-
comes important to take into account detector corrections in comparing calculations with
data.
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3.4. Surface scattering theory

3.4.1. General treatment

A starting point for describing molecular scattering from a many-body target is the
quantum mechanical state-to-state transition rate for a molecular projectile prepared in a
well-defined incident state denoted by the set of quantum numbers {pi , li , αji} making a
transition to a final state denoted by {pf , lf , αjf } This is given by the generalized Fermi
golden rule (Rodberg and Thaler, 1967)

(3.13)w(pf , lf , αjf ; pi , li , αji) =
〈

2π

h̄

∑
{nf }

|Tf i |2δ(Ef − Ei )

〉
,

where the average over initial translational and rotational states of the target crystal is de-
noted by 〈 〉 and the sum is over all unmeasured final states {nf } of the crystal which can
scatter a projectile into its specified final state. The energies Ei and Ef refer to the total
energy of the system of projectile molecule plus the crystal before and after collision, re-
spectively. The Tf i are the matrix elements of the transition operator T taken with respect
to unperturbed initial and final states of the system. The transition rate is the fundamental
quantity for describing a scattering process, because all measurable quantities in a scatter-
ing experiment can be calculated from it.

In the semiclassical limit, the transition rate can be expressed as the Fourier transform
over all times of a generalized time-dependent correlation function. In this same level of
approximation, it is useful to assume the decoupling approximation which in this instance
means that the elastic part of the interaction potential is assumed to commute with the
inelastic part, and the transition rate is expressed as (Bortolani and Levi, 1986; Manson et
al., 1994)

w(pf , lf , αjf , pi , li , αji)

(3.14)= 1

h̄2
|τf i |2

∫ ∞

−∞
e−i(Ef −Ei)t/h̄ exp{−2W } exp

{
Q(t)

}
dt,

where exp{−2W } is a generalized Debye–Waller factor and Q(t) is a generalized time-
dependent correlation function. |τf i |2 is the scattering form factor which becomes the
square modulus of the off-energy-shell transition matrix of the elastic part of the inter-
action potential.

There can be several mechanisms for energy transfer in the collision process, such as
phonons, rotational excitations, and internal mode excitations, each of which is considered
here. If each of these processes is considered as independent, then the transition rate can
be written in this separability limit as

w(pf , lf , αjf , pi , li , αji)

= 1

h̄2
|τf i |2

∫ ∞

−∞
e
−i(ET

f −ET
i +ER

f −ER
i +EV

f −EV
i )t/h̄

(3.15)× KT (t, TS)KR(t, TS)KV (t, TB) dt,
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where as in Eq. (3.1) ET
f,i is the translational energy of the final (f ) or initial (i) projectile

state, ER
f,i is the corresponding rotational energy of the projectile, and EV

f,i is the energy of
the projectile’s internal vibrational state. KT (t, TS) is the scattering kernel for translational
motion and phonon excitation, KR(t, TS) is the scattering kernel for rotational excitation,
and KV (t, TB) is the kernel for internal vibrational mode excitation. Equation (3.15) is self
consistent in the following sense: although each of the three energy exchange mechanisms
is treated as being independent, each operates taking into consideration the energy losses
or gains caused by the other mechanisms.

Starting from Eq. (3.15), the problem now becomes one of choosing models for the
scattering kernels for each of the energy exchange processes and this is done in the follow-
ing. In the next subsection energy transfers between the translational energy of a simple
atomic projectile and the phonon modes are developed. Section 3.4.3 gives a discussion of
the molecular rotational degrees of freedom by treating a rigid rotating molecule colliding
with the surface. In Section 3.4.4 the full problem of a molecule with both rotational and
vibrational degrees of freedom is discussed.

3.4.2. Atom–surface scattering

In order to begin with the phonon modes it is convenient to temporarily ignore the in-
ternal degrees of freedom of the molecule and consider the problem of a pseudo-atomic
projectile interacting with the surface. For the interaction with phonons, an extension of
the semiclassical model originally introduced by Brako and Newns for inelastic scattering
of ions and atoms from smooth surfaces is a useful approach (Bortolani and Levi, 1986;
Brako and Newns, 1982; Brako, 1982). They showed that in the semiclassical limit the
phonon scattering kernel can be expressed in terms of a general exponentiated correlation
function QT (R, t), where R is the position vector parallel to the surface, as

(3.16)KT (t, TS) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dR eiK·Re−2WT (pf ,pi )eQT (R,t),

where 2WT (pf , pi ) = QT (R = 0, t = 0) is the contribution to the total Debye–Waller
factor due to phonon exchange.

If the semiclassical limit is now extended to the limit of rapid collisions in which the
semiclassical force exerted on the scattering particle can be replaced by the momentum
impulse, then the correlation function simplifies to the time dependent displacement corre-
lation function

(3.17)QT (R, t) = 〈
p · u(0, 0)p · u(R, t)

〉/
h̄2,

where u(R, t) is the phonon displacement at the position R on the surface. The argument
of the Debye–Waller factor is given by the standard form, which for TS greater than the
Debye temperature ΘD is

(3.18)WT (pf , pi ) = 〈(
p · u(0, 0)

)2〉/
h̄2 = 3p2TS

2MCkBΘ2
D

.

In addition to the straight-forward choice of Eq. (3.17) there are other possibilities for
the correlation function QT (R, t) that have been proposed. One choice that has been
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very successful in explaining multiphonon transfers in He atom scattering from sur-
faces is the exponentiated Born approximation which in its simplest formulation con-
sists of replacing the impulse p appearing in Eq. (3.17) with the distorted wave Born
approximation matrix element of the first derivative of the interaction potential with re-
spect to the phonon displacement vectors (Burke et al., 1993; Gumhalter et al., 1994;
Gumhalter and Langreth, 1999).

Equation (3.16) provides a standard and very convenient method for developing the
scattering transition rate into an ordered series in numbers of phonons transferred in the
collision process. This is by simply expanding the exponentiated correlation function in
powers of its argument QT (R, t). The zero order term gives the elastic scattering contri-
bution and results in

(3.19)w(pf , pi ) = 2π

h̄

∑
G

|τpf ,pi
|2e−2W(p)δP,h̄Gδ

(
ET

f − ET
i

)
,

where P is the parallel component of the momentum transfer p, G is a reciprocal lattice
vector of the surface and τpf ,pi

is the transition matrix element of the static elastic interac-
tion potential taken between final state pf and initial state pi . Eq. (3.19) is in fact the exact
quantum mechanical expression for diffraction from a periodic surface and it is seen that
scattered intensity is observed only if both energy is conserved and if momentum parallel
to the surface is conserved modulo a surface reciprocal lattice vector multiplied by h̄.

To obtain the single phonon contribution exp{QT (R, t)} is expanded to first order which
leads to the following approximation to the expression for the transition rate

(3.20)w(pf , pi ) = 2π

h̄

∑
G

|τpf ,pi
|2e−2W(p)

[
n(ω) + 1

]
p · ρ(P + h̄G, ω) · p

where n(ω) is the Bose–Einstein distribution function for a phonon of frequency ω and
ρ(P + h̄G, ω) is the phonon spectral density tensor, i.e., the function that completely

specifies the phonon spectrum of the surface as a function of momentum and frequency
(Maradudin et al., 1963). Equation (3.19) is the expression for single phonon creation. The
expression for single phonon annihilation is obtained by replacing n(ω)+1 by n(ω). Equa-
tion (3.19) is a simple version of one of many approximations proposed for treating single
phonon transfers in atom–surface scattering that have proven to be very useful in describ-
ing aspects of single phonon He atom scattering (Hulpke, 1992; Bortolani and Levi, 1986;
Celli, 1984; Gumhalter, 2001; Hofmann et al., 1994, 1997). A form of the well-known dis-
torted wave Born approximation is obtained if the transition matrix τpf ,pi

is replaced by a
matrix element of the elastic term of the scattering potential taken with respect to states pf

and pi corresponding to energies that differ by the phonon energy h̄ω.
The classical limit of multiple phonon exchange is obtained from Eqs. (3.17) and (3.16)

by making an expansion of the correlation function QT (R, t) over small times and small
position vectors around the point of collision, leading to

〈
p · u(0, 0)p · u(R, t)

〉/
h̄2 = 2WT (pf , pi ) − i

h̄
t�ET

0

(3.21)− t2

h̄2
�ET

0 kBTS − �ET
0 kBTSR2

2h̄2v2
R

,
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where vR is a weighted average over phonon velocities parallel to the surface (Brako and
Newns, 1982; Brako, 1982).

If phonons are the only mechanism for energy transfer, such as is often the case in atom
scattering, then the scattering kernel developed in Eqs. (3.16)–(3.21) leads to a transition
rate that is Gaussian-like in both the translational energy transfer ET

f −ET
i and the parallel

component P of the momentum transfer (Brako and Newns, 1982; Brako, 1982; Manson,
1991; Meyer and Levine, 1984)

(3.22)

w(pf , pi ) = 2h̄v2
R

Su.c.

|τf i |2
(

π

kBTS�E0

)3/2

exp

{
− (ET

f − ET
i + �E0)

2 + 2v2
RP2

4kBTS�E0

}
.

This is the smooth surface scattering model for classical multiphonon transfers in an atom–
surface collision. It takes into account the broken symmetry in the perpendicular direction
caused by the presence of the surface, i.e., for every phonon exchanged only momentum
parallel to the surface is conserved. The perpendicular momentum exchange is not con-
served as a consequence of the broken symmetry in that direction. The Debye–Waller fac-
tors, normally present in quantum mechanical theory, have disappeared because they were
canceled by the first term in Eq. (3.21) leaving the Gaussian-like behavior with an envelope
factor that varies as the negative 3/2 power of the recoil energy and surface temperature.

There are also other classical expressions for describing classical multiphonon exchange
in atomic collisions. If the surface is regarded as a collection of isolated scattering centers
in thermodynamic equilibrium, then the scattering kernel in the classical limit becomes
simpler than Eq. (3.21):

(3.23)KT (t, TS) = exp

{
− i

h̄
t�ET

0 − t2

h̄2
�ET

0 kBTS

}
,

which leads to the expression of Eq. (3.1) described above in Section 3.2.
The smooth surface model of Eq. (3.22) differs from the discrete model of Eq. (3.1) in

that it contains the additional Gaussian-like function of the parallel momentum transfer P
and the envelope function (i.e., the prefactor) varies as the −3/2 power of TS�ET

0 rather
than the −1/2 power.

The physical difference between the two expressions of Eqs. (3.22) and (3.1) is the
corrugation of the surface. Equation (3.22) describes a surface that is smooth except for the
vibrational corrugations caused by the time dependent motions of the underlying atoms,
while Eq. (3.1) describes a surface that is highly corrugated, so highly corrugated that
each scattering center is distinct. Other models for the classical multiphonon limit have
been proposed for surfaces that are corrugated in a manner intermediate between these two
extreme limits (Manson, 1998). These intermediate models all have the common feature
of Gaussian-like behavior in energy transfer, and in addition show that the mean square
corrugation of the surface can be directly related to the temperature and recoil energy
dependence of the envelope factor.

It is of interest to compare expressions of the type represented by Eqs. (3.22) and (3.1)
to the results obtained by carrying out quantum mechanical perturbation theory to high
orders in numbers of phonons transferred. The lowest order, single-phonon transfer term
in perturbation theory is, for example, given by the distorted wave Born approximation of
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Eq. (3.20) but in general each term in the perturbation series contributes to all orders of
numbers of phonons excited. However, in atom–surface scattering, the dominant contri-
butions to multiphonon transfer come from higher order terms in the perturbation series.
For example, the double phonon contribution arising from the first order perturbation the-
ory term is negligible compared to the double phonon contribution arising in second-order
perturbation theory (Manson and Tompkins, 1977; Armand and Manson, 1984). It can
readily be shown that expressions of the type of Eqs. (3.22) and (3.1) can be related to
summations to all orders of the perturbation series in which only the smallest numbers
of phonon excitations are retained in each term (Manson, 1994). The perturbation series
can be calculated term by term, and such calculations have sometimes been useful in the
study of multiphonon excitation in atom–surface scattering (Armand and Manson, 1984;
Armand et al., 1986), but this approach rapidly leads to lengthy and cumbersome calcula-
tions for large numbers of phonons excited.

3.4.3. Rigid molecular rotator

The next task is to develop a scattering kernel for the rotational motion of the molecu-
lar projectile. In order to be consistent with the smooth surface model of Eq. (3.22) for
the translational motion, a model is developed that preserves the correct angular momen-
tum conservation for a rotating molecule interacting with a smooth surface, i.e., angular
momentum will be conserved in the direction perpendicular to the surface but not in the di-
rections parallel to the surface. Starting from Eq. (3.13) in the semiclassical limit, but with
the proper angular momentum conservation for a smooth surface, the scattering kernel for
rotational motion is (Dai and Manson, 2002)

(3.24)KR(t, TS) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dθz eilzθz/h̄e−2WR(lf ,li )eQR(θz,t),

where QR(θz, t) is a generalized rotational correlation function and the rotational contri-
bution to the Debye–Waller factor is 2WR(lf , li ) = QR(θz = 0, t = 0). In the limit of a
quick collision, where the angular forces are given by the angular impulse, the correlation
function becomes a correlation function of the angular displacement Θ(θz, t):

(3.25)QR(θz, t) = 〈
l · Θ(0, 0)l · Θ(θz, t)

〉/
h̄2,

where l = lf − li is the angular momentum transfer. At this point, the calculation of the
angular scattering kernel is still fully quantum mechanical, although it is in the semiclas-
sical limit. The extension to the classical limit of exchange of large numbers of rotational
quanta is again similar to Eq. (3.21):

〈
l · Θ(0, 0)l · Θ(θz, t)

〉
/h̄2 = 2WR(lf , li ) − i

h̄
t�ER

0 − t2

h̄2
�ER

0 kBTS

(3.26)− �ER
0 kBTSθ2

z

2h̄2ω2
R

,

where �ER
0 = l2

x/2I c
xx + l2

y/2I c
yy + l2

z /2I c
zz is the rotational recoil energy, the I c

xx,yy,zz

are the principal moments of inertia of a surface molecule and ωR is a weighted average
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of libration frequencies of the surface molecules in the z-direction. The constant ωR plays
a similar role for rotational transfers as the weighted average of parallel phonon velocities
vR in Eq. (3.22). Both of these quantities can be computed if the complete dynamical
structure function of the surface is known although they are usually treated as parameters.
The principal moments I c

ii are normally expected to be those of a surface molecule in
the case of a molecular target. However, if the projectile molecules are large and strike
more than one surface molecule simultaneously, then I c

ii is expected to become an effective
moment of inertia, larger than that of a single molecule. In the case of monatomic solids,
an effective surface molecule consisting of two or more surface atoms must be chosen. In
either case, the product ω2

RIc
ii can be regarded as an alternative choice of the parameter ωR .

The result of combining the rotational kernel of Eq. (3.26) with the phonon kernel of
Eq. (3.17) is a transition rate for the scattering of a rigid rotator molecule given by

w(pf , lf ; pi , li ) = h̄2

Su.c

|τf i |2
(

(2π)3v4
Rω2

R

(�ET
0 )2�ER

0 (kBTS)3

) 1
2

×
[

π

kBTS(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )

] 1
2

exp

(
− 2P2v2

R

4kBTS�ET
0

)

× exp

(
− 2l2

zω2
R

4kBTS�ER
0

)

(3.27)× exp

{
− (ET

f − ET
i + ER

f − ER
i + �ET

0 + �ER
0 )2

4kBTS(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )

}
.

This result is similar to the atomic scattering expression of Eq. (3.22) but with additional
terms contributed by the rotational degrees of freedom. In particular, the Gaussian-like
term in energy transfer includes the difference between final and initial rotational ener-
gies as well as the rotational recoil, and there is an additional Gaussian-like expression in
the surface-normal component of the rotational angular momentum. Additional prefactors
have also appeared.

3.4.4. Molecular internal vibration modes

The remaining task is to include in the transition rate the contributions from vibrational ex-
citations of the internal modes of the molecular projectile. If these modes are treated in the
harmonic limit, and consistently with the semiclassical approximations used in obtaining
the translational and rotational scattering kernels, the problem becomes that of a collection
of forced harmonic oscillators (Mahan, 1990). The general result has been worked out for
the case of surface scattering (Manson, 1988), and the internal mode scattering kernel can
be written in the following form:

(3.28)

KV (t, TB) =
NA∑

κ,κ ′=1

e
i(pf ·�rf

κ,κ′−pi ·�ri
κ,κ′ )/h̄e−W

p
V,κ (pf ,pi )e

−W
p

V,κ′ (pf ,pi )e
Q

p

V,κ,κ′ (pf ,pi ,t),
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where NA is the number of atoms in the molecule. The position of the κth atom of the
molecule just before the collision (i) or just after (f ), is given by expressions of the form
ri
κ (t) = ri

κ + ui
κ (t) so that, for example, �rf

κ,κ ′ = rf
κ − rf

κ ′ . The vibrational displace-

ment ui
κ (t) relative to ri

κ due to the internal mode, decomposed into cartesian components
denoted by β, is

(3.29)uβ
κ (t) =

Nν∑
j=1

√
h̄

2Nνmκωj

e(κj |β)[aj e
−iωj t + a+

j eiωj t ],

where Nν is the total number of internal modes and mκ is the mass of the κth molecular
atom. aj and a+

j are, respectively, the annihilation and creation operators for the j th mode
of frequency ωj , and e(κj |β) is the polarization vector which is obtained from a normal
modes analysis of the molecule.

The displacement correlation function for internal vibration modes of the projectile
molecule is then written as

Q
p

V,κ,κ ′(pf , pi , t) =
3∑

α,α′=1

pαpα′
Nν∑
j=1

1

2Nνh̄
√

mκmκ ′ωj

e(κj |α)e∗(κ ′
j |α′)

(3.30)× {
nM(ωj )e

iωj t + [
nM(ωj ) + 1

]
e−iωj t

}
,

where nM(ωj ) is the Bose–Einstein function for an assumed equilibrium distribution of
initial molecular vibrational states. The Debye–Waller factor associated with the κth atom
of the projectile molecule becomes

(3.31)W
p
V,κ(pf , pi ) = 1

2
Q

p

V,κ=κ ′(pf , pi , t = 0).

In the internal mode correlation function Q
p

V,κ,κ ′(pf , pi , t) the normal modes com-
mute with each other since they are independent, and Eq. (3.30) can be further expanded
to (Wyld, 1993)

e
Q

p

V,κ,κ′ (pf ,pi ,t) = e

∑Nν
j=1Q

p
j
V,κ,κ′ (pf ,pi ,t)

(3.32)=
Nν∏
j=1

∞∑
αj =−∞

{
I|αj |

(
bκ,κ ′(ωj )

)[nM(ωj ) + 1

nM(ωj )

]αj /2

e−iαj ωj t

}
,

where I|αj |(z) is the modified Bessel function of integer order αj and argument z. The
argument of the modified Bessel function of Eq. (3.32) is given by

bκ,κ ′(ωj ) =
3∑

α,α′=1

pαpα′
1

Nνh̄
√

mκmκ ′ωj

e(κνj
|α)e∗(κ ′

νj
|α′)

(3.33)×
√

nM(ωj )
[
nM(ωj ) + 1

]
.

Equations (3.28) through (3.33) define the scattering kernel for excitation of internal mole-
cular modes.
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The three scattering kernels for translation, rotation and internal vibrations can now be
inserted back into Eq. (3.15) and all integrals can be readily carried out. The general result
for the transition rate is

w(pf , lf , pi , li )

= 1

h̄2
|τf i |2

(
2πh̄2v2

R

�ET
0 kBTS

)(
2πh̄2ω2

R

�ER
0 kBTS

)1/2

×
(

πh̄2

(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )kBTS

)1/2

exp

[
− 2P2v2

R

4�ET
0 kBTS

]
exp

[
− 2l2

zω2
R

4�ER
0 kBTS

]

×
NA∑

κ,κ ′=1

{
e
i(pf ·�rf

κ,κ′−pi ·�ri
κ,κ′ )/h̄e−W

p
V,κ (pf ,pi )e

−W
p

V,κ′ (pf ,pi )

×
Nν∏
j=1

∞∑
αj =−∞

I|αj |
(
bκ,κ ′(ωj )

)[nM(ωj ) + 1

nM(ωj )

]αj /2

(3.34)

× exp

[
− (ET

f − ET
i + ER

f − ER
i + �ET

0 + �ER
0 + h̄

∑Nν

s=1 αsωs)
2

4(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )kBTS

]}
.

The transition rate of Eq. (3.34) is actually expressed, for compactness, as a product over all
normal modes labeled by j and a summation over the excitation quantum number denoted
by αj . To obtain the discrete transition rate to a particular internal mode final state or
combination of states, one takes the corresponding (j, αj )th term of Eq. (3.34).

The result of Eq. (3.34) retains many of the features of the simpler expressions of
Eqs. (3.22) and (3.1) for atomic scattering with the exchange of only phonons. The dom-
inant feature is the Gaussian-like function containing the three different modes of energy
exchange (phonons, rotations and internal molecular vibrations) together with the recoil
terms from phonons �ET

0 and from rotational exchange �ER
0 . The width of the Gaussian-

like function varies as the square root of the temperature and the sum of the two recoil
energies. This is not a true Gaussian because of the momentum dependencies of the recoil
energies. There are also Gaussian-like functions in the exchange of parallel momentum P
and perpendicular angular momentum lz that arise from retaining the correct momentum
conservation conditions for a smooth surface. The envelope factors vary as negative pow-
ers of the temperature multiplied by recoil energies. These envelope factors guarantee the
overall unitarity of the total scattered intensity, i.e., as the temperature and/or incident en-
ergy is increased, the maximum intensity of the Gaussian-like function decreases in order
that the total integral over final states remains constant.

In Eq. (3.34) the quantum behavior of the internal mode excitations is expressed dif-
ferently than the classical behavior for translational and rotational motion. The strength
of the αj quantum excitation of the j th mode is proportional to the modified Bessel func-
tion I|αj |(bκ,κ ′(ωj )). Because these are quantum features the vibrational contribution to the
Debye–Waller factor is still present, as are quantum phase factors involving the positions
rκ of the individual molecular atoms before and after the collision. The presence of these
quantum phase factors can cause interference effects, but because in an actual experiment
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the orientation of a molecule is not measured, the transition rate must be averaged over
molecular orientations in order to compare directly with experiments. Recoil effects due
to the excitation of internal modes are not explicitly apparent in Eq. (3.34), but they are
included within the modified Bessel function.

In many cases, such as where the incident molecular energy and the surface tempera-
ture are not large compared to the energy of internal molecular vibrational excitations, the
expansion of Eq. (3.34) to only single quantum excitations is sufficient. This expansion is

w(pf , lf , pi , li )

= 1

h̄2
|τf i |2

(
πh̄2

(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )kBTS

)1/2( 2πh̄2v2
R

�ET
0 kBTS

)

×
(

2πh̄2ω2
R

�ER
0 kBTS

)1/2

exp

[
− 2P2v2

R

4�ET
0 kBTS

]
exp

[
− 2l2

zω2
R

4�ER
0 kBTS

]

×
NA∑

κ,κ ′=1

e
i(pf ·�rf

κ,κ′−pi ·�ri
κ,κ′ )/h̄e−W

p
V,κ (pf ,pi )e

−W
p

V,κ′ (pf ,pi )

×
{

exp

[
− (ET

f − ET
i + ER

f − ER
i + �ET

0 + �ER
0 )2

4(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )kBTS

]

+
3∑

γ,γ ′=1

pγ pγ ′
Nν∑
j=1

1

2h̄Nν
√

mκmκ ′ωj

e(κj |γ )e∗(κ ′
j |γ ′)

×
(

nM(ωj ) exp

[
− (ET

f − ET
i + ER

f − ER
i + �ET

0 + �ER
0 − h̄ωj )

2

4(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )kBTS

]

+ (
nM(ωj ) + 1

)
(3.35)× exp

[
− (ET

f − ET
i + ER

f − ER
i + �ET

0 + �ER
0 + h̄ωj )

2

4(�ET
0 + �ER

0 )kBTS

])}
.

Of the three terms in Eq. (3.35) the one proportional to nM(ωj )+1 gives the single quantum
creation rate, the term proportional to nM(ωj ) is for single quantum annihilation, and the
third term is the rate for scattering with no internal mode excitation.

3.4.5. Interaction potential

In obtaining the molecular scattering transition rates of Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) the major
input so far has been the statistical mechanics and the general conservation laws governing
the various degrees of freedom. The interaction potential determines the scattering form
factor |τf i |2. In the semiclassical limit of interest here τf i has been identified as the tran-
sition matrix for inelastic scattering, calculated from the elastic part of the potential, i.e.,
the transition rate for the elastic potential extended off of the energy shell (Manson et al.,
1994). A very useful expression is one suggested by Mott and Jackson in their very early
work, and is the same as is used for most applications of the distorted wave Born approx-
imation. This is to let τf i be the off-energy-shell matrix element of the elastic part of the
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molecule–surface potential taken with respect to its own eigenfunctions between the initial
and final state. An example of this is the Mott–Jackson matrix element of an exponentially
repulsive potential

(3.36)V 0(z) = V0e
−βz.

This is a one-dimensional potential, and its matrix elements are given by (Goodman and
Wachman, 1976)

(3.37)

vJ−M(pf z, piz) = h̄2β2

m

πqiqf (q2
f − q2

i )

cosh(πqf ) − cosh(πqi)

(
sinh(πqf ) sinh(πqi)

qiqf

)1/2

,

where qi = piz/h̄β and qf = pf z/h̄β.
In the semiclassical limit of a hard repulsive surface, β → ∞, the Jackson–Mott matrix

element, as well as matrix elements for other 1-D potentials with a hard repulsive part,
becomes

(3.38)vJ−M(pf z, piz) → 2pf zpiz/m.

Since this is a quite general limiting case for a large class of potentials having a strong
repulsive term to represent the surface barrier it is reasonable to use it as an approximation
for τf i . In the comparisons of calculations with experimental data discussed in the sections
below, this is the form factor that is applied.

The Van der Waals force between the surface and the incident molecular projectile gives
rise to an attractive well in front of the surface. This is the physisorption well and it can have
important effects at low incident translational energies. In the case of classical scattering,
the main consequence of the Van der Waals attractive potential is to enhance the energy of
the incoming particle associated with the direction normal to the surface. This is a refractive
effect quite similar to that which occurs for light waves in optical media. Since refraction is
the dominant effect, the potential can be modeled by a one-dimensional potential well and
for a given well depth |D|, the refraction does not depend on the functional shape of the
attractive part of the potential. Thus, this attractive force can be simulated by an attractive
one-dimensional square-well potential in front of the repulsive barrier, and the width of
the well is unimportant. The effect of the collision process is to replace the perpendicular
component of the momentum pqz near the surface and inside the well by a larger value
p′

qz, which includes the depth D

(3.39)p′2
qz = p2

qz + 2m|D|.
This refracts all projectiles at the leading edge of the well and causes them to collide with
the repulsive barrier with a higher normal energy. The expressions for projectile transla-
tional energy and for scattering angle inside of the potential well become, respectively

(3.40)E′T
f,i = ET

f,i + |D|,
and

(3.41)cos(θ ′
f ) =

(
ET

f cos2(θf ) + |D|
ET

f + |D|
)1/2

.
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Transition rates calculated for molecular scattering inside the well can then be projected
to the asymptotic region outside the well by multiplication with an appropriate Jacobian
function, which can be easily determined from Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41).

3.5. Comparisons with experiment

In the following a number of comparisons of calculations with experimental data are pre-
sented for several different types of experiments that illustrate the importance of multi-
phonon energy transfer in molecule–surface collisions. There are four different categories
of experiments considered, (1) angular distributions for which the measured quantity is
the total scattered intensity regardless of energy or internal state, (2) translational energy
resolved spectra taken at fixed incident and detector angles, usually measured by time-of-
flight methods, (3) rotational energy resolved spectra, and (4) probabilities for excitation
of internal molecular vibrational modes.

3.5.1. Angular distributions

There is a long history of measurements of angular distributions in atomic and molecu-
lar scattering from surfaces and two recent examples are shown here, O2 scattering from
Al(111) and CH4 scattering from Pt(111). The O2/Al(111) system is interesting because
of recent work that has exhibited an anomaly in the adsorption probability associated with
the incident beam angle. Although it is well-known that aluminum oxidizes readily, the
Al(111) surface is surprisingly resistant to oxide formation upon bombardment with oxy-
gen molecules. Recent molecular beams scattering experiments provide evidence for the
existence of a weakly bound molecular state, one whose binding energy is less than 0.1 eV
(Weiße et al., 2003). An extremely interesting feature observed in this work was a clearly
pronounced dip in the observed backscattered O2 intensity in the neighborhood of incident
beam angles of 25◦ with respect to the surface normal, and at energies in the range between
90 and 300 meV. This feature is interesting because the authors of Ref. (Österlund et al.,
1997) found an enhancement of the sticking probability at nearly the same incident condi-
tions, raising the intriguing question of why should the sticking probability be substantially
larger, not at normal incidence as expected, but at an incident polar angle where the normal
translational momentum is significantly reduced. The observed increase in sticking asso-
ciated with a concomitant decrease in scattering intensity occurring over a narrow angular
range implies a very specific mechanism may be responsible. Molecular dynamics simu-
lations utilizing a potential energy surface containing three molecular degrees of freedom
support the proposition that this feature is caused by steering into a shallow molecular
adsorption well located above the same position in the surface unit cell as the maximum
in the barrier towards dissociative adsorption (Weiße et al., 2003). Conventional spectro-
scopic measurements such as HREELS and UPS have not observed molecular O2 in a
precursor state. However, the steering mechanism of Ref. (Weiße et al., 2003) provides an
explanation for the absence of observable adsorbed O2 because such a state would have a
lifetime too short to be measurable by conventional spectroscopy.
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Early STM experiments indicated that exposing Al(111) to a room temperature gas of
O2 led to isolated adsorbate atoms at very low coverage, while at coverages above 3%
1 × 1 islands of oxygen were formed (Brune et al., 1993). More recently Österlund et al.
(1997) showed, in a molecular beams study, that the chemisorption reaction probability
was below 1% for O2 beams of very low translational energy, at or just above 25 meV, but
rapidly rises to 90% as the incident energy is increased to 1 eV. They interpreted the reac-
tion as direct dissociative desorption. A series of experiments using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) were
interpreted as indicating that the dissociative desorption is precursor mediated (Zhukov et
al., 1999). Very recent molecular beams experiments, corroborated by STM measurements
and supported by theoretical molecular dynamics simulations, gave evidence for the ex-
istence of an abstraction channel in the dissociative adsorption (Komrowski et al., 2001;
Binetti et al., 2003). On the other hand, independent STM studies have pointed out that
there are alternative interpretations of the observed oxygen adsorption features (Schmid
et al., 2001). Thus, the picture emerging from these widely differing experimental inves-
tigations is that the oxidation of Al(111) is a complicated process, probably consisting of
several simultaneous and overlapping channels. Clearly, it is of interest to examine the
available scattering data for the O2/Al(111) system in order to investigate the role that
energy exchange to the phonon field of the surface may be playing and how such energy
exchange may affect the sticking process.

Examples of the experimentally measured O2 scattering angular distributions from clean
Al(111) are shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 and compared to the theoretical calculations us-
ing Eq. (3.27). The calculations are averaged over an incident beam with a Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution of rotational energies with rotational temperature 35 K. The solid
curves are calculations for a potential with well depth D = 50 meV and the dash-dotted
curves are for D = 0. There are two parameters in the theoretical expression of Eq. (3.27),
the weighted parallel phonon speed vR and frequency ωR . For vR we have chosen the value
2300 m/s for calculations used to fit the data shown in this paper. In general, vR is expected
to be of the order or somewhat smaller than the Rayleigh velocity (Brako and Newns, 1982;
Brako, 1982), so the value chosen here compares favorably with the Rayleigh speed mea-
sured at 3200 m/s for the 〈110〉 and 〈112〉 symmetry directions of Al(111) (Lock et al.,
1988). The value of ωR is taken to be 1010 s−1, but the calculated results are essentially
independent of ωR for values of this small order of magnitude.

In Fig. 3.1 it is seen that the theory predicts broad angular distributions with FWHMs of
about 20◦ and peak maxima located near the specular positions or slightly subspecular, in
reasonable agreement with experiment. The effect of including a well in the interaction is
to shift the calculated angular distribution slightly in the supraspecular direction. This shift
can be understood on the basis of the larger average energy losses caused by the molecule
colliding with the repulsive surface at a higher effective energy and a more normal collision
angle inside the well. Overall, the calculations shown in Fig. 3.1 with a 50 meV well seem
to agree somewhat better with the experiment than those without a well, although such
a statement cannot be made unambiguously because the agreement also depends on the
choice of vR . Nevertheless, the agreement shown in Fig. 3.1 indicates that the results are
not inconsistent with the presence of a small attractive well such as proposed in Weiße et
al. (2003).
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Fig. 3.1. Angular distributions of O2 scattering from Al(111) for different incident angles as shown with an
incident energy Ei = 90 meV and surface temperature TS = 298 K. The experimental data points are shown as
symbols (Ambaye et al., 2004). The calculated results are shown as solid curves for a potential with well depth

D = 50 meV, and as dash-dotted curves for D = 0.

It is noticeable in Fig. 3.1 that the experimental points appear to lie below the calculated
curves at final angles in the neighborhood of the normal direction, and this is especially
the case when the incident angle is also near normal. This disagreement may be an artifact
of correcting the scattered intensity for the small fraction of the incident beam that can
enter the detector from the rear, before striking the surface, when the detector and incident
beam directions are close to each other. In the case of incident angles smaller than 20◦ an
over-compensation of the correction for this effect may account for much of the apparent
discrepancy between experiment and theory (Ambaye et al., 2004).

Figure 3.2 shows the most interesting behavior of the measured scattering data. For
Ei = 90 meV and a fixed incident angle θi = 20◦ the temperature dependent evolution of
the angular distribution lobes is exhibited for 98 < TS < 300 K. At the lowest temperatures
the most probable intensity occurs at an angle of about 25◦, slightly larger than specular.
However, as the temperature is increased up to room temperature the angular distribution
lobe undergoes a shift towards the normal direction and even becomes slightly subspecu-
lar. Near specular or subspecular angular distribution lobes are not expected on the basis
of predictions from simple theoretical models that do not allow for parallel momentum
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Fig. 3.2. Angular distributions for O2/Al(111) as a function of surface temperature. The incident angle and energy
are θi = 20◦ and Ei = 90 meV. The data are shown as symbols (Ambaye et al., 2004), and the calculated curves

are for D = 50 meV (solid curve) and D = 0 (dash-dotted curve) as in Fig. 3.1.

exchange with the surface. In situations where the incident energy is large compared to
the surface temperature the molecule will lose a significant fraction of its incident transla-
tional energy. Thus, if the parallel momentum of the projectile is not allowed to change,
the perpendicular momentum will become much smaller which would predict a distinctly
supraspecular angular distribution lobe.

However, the current theoretical models of Eq. (3.34) allows for the correct transfer of
momentum parallel to the surface, i.e., the parallel momentum of the scattered particle is
equal to the parallel momentum of the incident particle plus whatever parallel momentum
is gained or lost to the phonons exchanged. Perpendicular momentum, on the other hand, is
not conserved due to the broken symmetry presented by the surface. Perpendicular momen-
tum is indeed exchanged with the surface, but there is no conservation law in that direction.
Thus, the projectile’s final perpendicular momentum is determined by the combined laws
of energy conservation and parallel momentum conservation.

Clearly, the agreement between theory and experiment shown in Fig. 3.2 indicates that
the temperature dependence of the angular distribution data can be explained by a theory
containing the correct conservation laws, i.e., the present theory explains the subspecular
shift with increasing temperature. As the temperature is increased, proportionately less
energy is lost on average by the scattered particles (i.e., they are heated up). Because of the
constraint of conservation of parallel momentum, more of this increase in energy goes into
the increase of final normal momentum, thus making the angular distribution shift towards
the normal.
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As a second example of angular distributions, recently available data for the scattering of
methane from clean and ordered Pt(111) (Yagu et al., 1999, 2000, 2001; Tomii et al., 2000;
Kondo et al., 2002a, 2003a; Kondo, private communication) are presented and compared
with calculations (Moroz and Manson, 2005). The experimental apparatus is constrained
to a fixed angle of 90◦ between the beam incident at the angle θi and the final detector
direction θf , thus for the measured angular distributions each final angle corresponds to a
different incident angle according to the relation θf = 90◦ − θi . The energy resolution of
the incident beam was �E/E = 0.06 and the angular dispersion was less than 0.5◦ (Yagu
et al., 2000).

Pt(111) is highly reactive and over a period of time under bombardment by the CH4

beam the surface becomes contaminated with adsorbed molecules as well as dissociation
products. In the experiment careful studies were made to assess the rate of build-up of
contaminant products on the surface (Kondo et al., 2002a) and it was found that for ini-
tial periods of several minutes after routine cleaning protocols were completed the surface
remained clean and the quality of the scattered spectra did not degrade. Thus all measure-
ments considered are for scattering from a clean and uncontaminated surface.

For the calculations the incident molecular beam is chosen to be in a state that approx-
imates an equilibrium distribution of rotational and vibrational states at low temperatures.
The incident beam is averaged over a Boltzmann distribution of rotational states at a tem-
perature of 30 K, approximately the estimated experimental conditions. The vibrational
temperature is estimated to be significantly less than 100 K and for the calculations pre-
sented here a value of 10 K was used. The calculations are essentially unchanged by vari-
ations of more than a factor of two in either of these parameters. The calculated results are
averaged over angular orientation of the molecules, and over angular orientation of the an-
gular momentum. The detector used in these experiments is a velocity-dependent density
detector, and consequently the calculated spectra must be corrected by a factor of 1/pf in
order to compare with the measurements.

The calculations require the polarization vectors for the normal modes of the CH4 mole-
cule. These were obtained using a standard classical normal modes analysis in the harmonic
approximation (Wilson et al., 1955; Nakamoto, 1970; Woodward, 1972). For CH4 there
are a total of nine normal modes that have four distinct frequencies, three of which are
degenerate. Calculations indicate that only the two lowest frequency modes with energies
h̄ω = 190.2 and 161.9 meV are appreciably excited under the experimental conditions
considered here, with the maximum excitation probability at Ei = 500 meV of approxi-
mately 4% and 5%, respectively.

Angular distributions for the CH4/Pt(111) system were measured at two incident en-
ergies, Ei = 190 and 500 meV, and for surface temperatures ranging from 400 to some-
what over 800 K. The crystal azimuthal direction was 〈112〉. Figure 3.3 shows the experi-
mental data compared to calculations for an angular distribution taken at a temperature of
827 K. The calculated curve is obtained by integrating the differential reflection coefficient
of Eq. (3.34) over all final energies and final angular momenta, averaging over an initial
Boltzmann rotational distribution at a temperature of 30 K, summing over all excitations
of internal vibrational modes, and averaging over molecular orientations. The well depth
is taken to be D = 40 meV and the crystal mass MC is that of a single Pt atom.
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Fig. 3.3. Angular intensity distributions for methane CH4 scattered from a Pt(111) surface compared to the
calculations shown as solid curves. The incident translational energies are: (a) 500 meV; (b) 190 meV. The surface
temperature is 827 K. Data is from Kondo et al., (2002b, 2003b). The vertical line marks the specular position.

It is seen that the most probable angle of the angular distributions are slightly supraspec-
ular at the lower incident energy and approximately 5◦ larger than the specular position at
the higher energy. The specular position θS = 45◦ is indicated by the vertical line. The
experimental data and in particular the supraspecular shift with increasing energy are well
described by the calculations. In addition the small decrease in full width at half maximum
(FWHM) with the larger energy is matched by the calculations.

The temperature dependence of the angular distributions is shown in Fig. 3.4 which
gives a series of graphs at the lower incident translational energy of 190 meV ranging from
T = 400 to 700 K. Also shown is the data at T = 827 K from Fig. 3.3 which was taken
on a different day. All other conditions are the same as in Fig. 3.3. It is seen that with
increasing temperature there is a small subspecular shift of the most probable scattering
angle towards the specular position and an increase in the full with at half maximum, both
of which are well matched by the calculations. This subspecular shift is similar to the case
for O2/Al(111) discussed above in Fig. 3.2 and also was observed for methane scattering
from LiF(001) (Moroz and Manson, 2004).

3.5.2. Translational energy resolved spectra

Multiphonon energy transfer is perhaps most clearly manifest in translational energy re-
solved spectra and this will be discussed using examples of time-of-flight measurements
of methane scattering from both Pt(111) and LiF(001). The experimental measurements
on scattering of CH4 from a clean ordered LiF(001) surface that are considered here were
taken by the same experimental group as the data for the angular distributions in Figs. 3.3
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Fig. 3.4. CH4/Pt(111): Angular intensity distributions for different surface temperatures TS = 827 (a), 700 (b),
600 (c), 500 (d) and 400 K (e) as marked. The incident energy is 190 meV and the vertical line marks the specular

position. Data is from Kondo et al. (2002b, 2003b).

and 3.4. They were carried out with an incident molecular beam whose translational en-
ergy varied between 190 and 500 meV by heating the supersonic jet nozzle and seeding
with helium gas (Yagu et al., 2000). Surface temperatures were varied from 300 K to 700
K. All measurements were carried out in the scattering plane, which contains the incident
beam and the surface normal. The detector was positioned at a fixed angle of 90◦ from the
incident beam, meaning that the incident and final angles at which all measurements were
taken are related by θf = 90◦ − θi .

An example of TOF energy-resolved spectra compared with calculations based on
Eq. (3.34) is shown in Fig. 3.5. The experimental data are exhibited as points for the in-
cident energy of 350 meV. The surface temperature is 300 K and the crystal azimuthal
direction is 〈110〉. The incident angle goes from θi = 30◦ to θi = 50◦ implying final an-
gles from 60◦ to 40◦ which gives a good sampling ranging across the maxima observed
in the angular distributions which were also measured for this system. The vertical lines
in each figure indicate the TOF time for elastic scattering (dashed line) and the time cor-
responding to the Baule estimate of recoil energy loss for hard sphere scattering at these
angles (dashed-dotted line) assuming masses of methane and LiF. The Baule estimate is
identical for all of the incident angles because the fixed-angle constraint between incident
beam and detector makes the total scattering angle always the same.

The calculations from Eq. (3.34) shown as solid curves are the sum of the differential
reflection coefficient over all final rotational angular momenta and all molecular internal
modes, and are for a potential well depth of zero, a rotational temperature of the incident
beam of 30 K, and an incident beam vibrational temperature of 10 K. The principal mo-
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Fig. 3.5. Time of flight distributions of CH4 molecules scattered from a LiF(001) surface in the 〈110〉 azimuthal
direction for different incident angles θi = 50◦ (a); 40◦ (b); 37.5◦ (c) and 30◦ (d). The incident translational
energy is 350 meV and the surface temperature is 300 K. The experimental measurements are shown as data
points (Yagu et al., 2000; Tomii et al., 2000) and the calculations are shown as solid lines. The vertical dashed
line is the position of elastic scattering and the vertical dash-dot line indicates the hard-sphere energy loss position.

ments of inertia of the CH4 and LiF molecules were calculated classically with the known
atomic masses and molecular bonding distances leading to values of the principal moments
of inertia of IM = 5.26 × 10−47 kg m2 for CH4 and IC = 3.41 × 10−46 kg m2 for LiF.
The velocity vR was chosen to be 1500 m/s which provides a reasonable fit to all data for
both TOF spectra and angular distributions. Interestingly, decreasing vR by a factor of two
has very little effect on the position of the maximum in the calculated TOF distribution
but it increases the width by about 10%, particularly on the large time side. Conversely,
increasing vR by a factor of two narrows the distribution by about 10% but again leaves
the maximum in nearly the same position. The corresponding weighted rotational speed
parameter ωR was chosen to be 1010 s−1 but for values of this small magnitude the cal-
culated results are completely independent of ωR . For the value of MC , the effective mass
of the surface molecules, we have used three times the mass of an LiF molecule. A larger
effective mass indicates a collective effect in which the incident projectile is colliding with
more than a single LiF molecule. The initial analysis using the washboard model carried
out by the authors of the experimental study also required surfaces masses several times
larger than that of a single LiF (Yagu et al., 2000).

The angular dependence of the energy resolved measurements is clearly shown in
Fig. 3.5. It is interesting to note that the translational energy losses are greater for a beam
with near-normal incidence than for one with more grazing incidence. For θi = 30◦ (and
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Fig. 3.6. Time of flight spectra of CH4 molecules scattered from a Pt(111) surface for different translational
energies: 500 meV (a) and 190 meV (b). The incident angle is θi = 45◦ and the surface temperature is 827 K.
The two vertical lines indicate the Baule recoil energy loss (dashed-dotted line) and elastic scattering (dashed

line) as in Fig. 3.5. The data is from Kondo et al. (2002b, 2003b).

θf = 60◦) very few molecules gain energy from the surface and emerge with final ener-
gies larger than the incident energy. However, for the more grazing incident beam having
θi = 50◦ (and θf = 40◦) a significant fraction of the molecules actually gain translational
energy from the surface. The calculations follow nicely the incident angular trends ob-
served in the experimental data. Both the data and calculations illustrate the limitations of
the simple Baule estimate for the energy loss. For near-normal incident beams the average
final energy is substantially less than the Baule estimate, while for more grazing angular
incidence the average energy is larger than the Baule estimate.

An example of translational energy-resolved spectra for methane scattering from the
Pt(111) surface is shown in Fig. 3.6 for ET

i = 190 and 500 meV and a surface temperature
of 827 K. The incident beam and detector angles are both 45◦. The calculations shown as
solid curves are with a well depth of D = 40 meV. As in Fig. 3.5 the TOF time correspond-
ing to elastic scattering is indicated by the vertical dashed line and the Baule estimate for
energy transfer is indicated by the dash-dotted vertical line which at this specular scattering
angle is about 15% of the incident energy. It is seen that under these scattering conditions
the measured most probable final energy shows an energy loss of approximately the same
as the expected recoil loss with a single surface atom, but there is a significant fraction
of scattered CH4 molecules that leave the surface at energies larger than that of the inci-
dent beam. The FWHM of the scattered distribution becomes significantly smaller with
increasing incident energy. The calculated curves match the peak position and the high
energy (small TOF time) of the data, but again as in the case of CH4/LiF(001) of Fig. 3.5
they do not explain the long tail at low energies.
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Fig. 3.7. CH4/LiF(001): Time of flight distributions for different values of well depth |D|. The incident energies
are: 500 meV (a); 350 meV (b); 190 meV (c). The incident angle is θi = 50◦ and the surface temperature is
300 K. The experimental measurements are shown as data points (Yagu et al., 2000; Tomii et al., 2000; Kondo
et al., 2002a) and the calculations for D = 0, 25 and 65 meV shown as solid, long-dashed and dot-dashed lines,

respectively. The vertical lines indicate elastic and hard sphere scattering as in Fig. 3.5.

The next example shows one way in which important physical information about the
interaction potential can be obtained from the translational energy resolved spectra, in
this case information about the physisorption well. Figure 3.7 shows the TOF data for
CH4/LiF(001) at the three incident energies of 190, 350 and 500 meV for θi = 50◦
compared with calculations with well depths D = 0, 25 and 65 meV. At lower inci-
dent energies, for the TOF measurements better agreement between data and theory are
obtained when an attractive well is included in the potential. At the highest incident
energy of 500 meV the presence of a well, which in this case is significantly smaller
than the energy, has little effect on the calculated results. However, at the lowest en-
ergy of 190 meV there is a significant effect. At all incident energies, the effect of the
well is not significant at small TOF times, but it increases the calculated intensity at
large TOF times (small final energies) and gives a small shift of the most probable fi-
nal energy towards smaller final energies. Both of these latter effects bring the calcula-
tions into better agreement with experiment, with the best agreement corresponding to
the larger well. The comparisons between experiment and calculations in Fig. 3.7 indi-
cate that not only does the physisorption well strongly influence the multiphonon energy
transfer at lower incident energies, but also in some cases can be used to estimate the well
depth.
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3.5.3. Rotational energy resolved spectra

A number of experimental studies have made direct measurements of the exchange
of translational energy to rotational energy (Mortensen et al., 2003; Sitz et al., 1988;
Janda et al., 1983; Budde et al., 1987), usually presented as plots of the scattered aver-
age translational energy 〈ET

f 〉 as a function of rotational energy ER
f . These plots generally

show a negative correlation, that is to say the average translational energy tends to de-
crease with increasing rotational energy. Intuitively, such behavior would be suggested by
the law of conservation of energy as applied to these two degrees of freedom, but this is
not completely valid because there is always the possibility of energy transfer to and from
the surface and the internal vibrational modes.

Discussed here is one of these experiments for NO scattering from Ag(111) (Rettner
et al., 1991). A series of graphs of 〈ET

f 〉 versus ER
f is shown in Fig. 3.8. The surface

temperature is 450 K, incident translational energies range from 99 meV to 963 meV, and
the measurements were made under specular conditions with incident angles ranging from
15◦ to 60◦ as marked. In all cases except for the lowest energy incident beam, the average
final energy decreases by 10–20% over the range of measured final rotational energies,

Fig. 3.8. NO/Ag(111): Final average translational energy as a function of final rotational energy for several
incident energies and angles taken at the specular scattering angle. In each panel the experiment and theory for
a given incident energy and angle are compared. Open circles are data at θi = 60◦, solid circles are data at
45◦, solid triangles are data at 30◦ and solid squares are data at 15◦. Calculations are the curves in each panel.
TS = 450 K. The solid curve in the panel for ET

i
= 99 meV is the calculated most probable final translational

energy. Data are taken from Rettner et al. (1991).
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which in some cases extends to as large as 400 meV. Our calculations, shown as curves,
also reproduce this same behavior rather well except for the lowest energy.

The case of the low energy ET
i = 99 meV beam requires further examination. As op-

posed to the higher energy measurements, there is essentially no decrease in measured av-
erage final energy as ER

f increases and the final energy is about 60% of the incident energy.
This would indicate that a large fraction of the incident translational energy is transferred
to the surface lattice and relatively little is being converted to molecular rotational energy.
The theoretical calculations, on the other hand, predict a 10% decrease over the measured
ER

f energy range, and additionally they predict that the average final translational energy
should be larger than the incident energy rather than smaller as measured.

The answer to both of these discrepancies appears to lie in the manner in which the
average final translational energy is defined. It appears to be customary to report exper-
imental measurements as average final translational energies but, however, what is ac-
tually measured is closer to the most probable final energy corresponding to the peak
position in the intensity versus final translational energy (Luntz, private communication;
Sitz, private communication). For large incident beam energies, there is usually little dis-
crepancy between the two definitions but this is not necessarily the case for low energy
beams. At low energies comparable to the surface temperature there can be a significant
fraction of the scattered particles that gain energy from the surface and this causes the
energy-resolved spectra to become quite skewed and non-symmetric about the most prob-
able final energy. Thus the average and most probable energies can become quite different,
whereas for high energy incident beams they usually are nearly the same.

The solid curve shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3.8 for ET
i = 99 meV is the most prob-

able final translational energy as a function of ER
f . This appears at a position of net energy

loss and shows less dependence on ER
f in much better agreement with the experimental

points. Thus it appears that, with this reinterpretation of the experimental points at low
incident beam energy, the theory predicts relatively well the exchange of energy between
translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the molecule, in addition to predicting
the overall energy loss or gain to the surface phonon field.

A second type of experiment involving rotational energy resolution consists of measure-
ments of the scattered intensity as a function of final rotational energy. Several examples
of such spectra for the scattering of NO by Ag(111) are shown in Fig. 3.9 in which the
scattered intensity with the detector in the scattering plane and positioned at the specu-
lar angle (θf = θi) is plotted as a function of final rotational energy in a semi-logarithmic
graph (Rettner et al., 1991; Kleyn et al., 1981). In Fig. 3.9(a) the surface temperature for all
measurements was 650 K, the upper three sets of data were measured at an angle θi = 15◦
with three different incident translational energies (Kleyn et al., 1981), 1000 meV (open
circles), 750 meV (filled circles) and 320 meV (open diamonds); the fourth data set (filled
diamonds) was taken for ET

i = 320 meV and θi = 40◦. Figure 3.9(b) shows a second set of
measurements for the same system taken by the same group at a later date. All those mea-
surements were for θi = 15◦ and two different energies and temperatures: ET

i = 850 meV
and TS = 273 K (open squares), ET

i = 850 meV and TS = 520 K (filled squares), and
ET

i = 90 meV and TS = 520 K (open triangles) (Rettner et al., 1991). The intensities are
presented in arbitrary units, and for clarity the various data sets are separated by arbitrary
constant amounts.
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Fig. 3.9. NO/Ag(111): Final rotational energy resolved intensity at specular scattering angles for several incident
energies and surface temperatures. (a) Data taken from Kleyn et al. (1981): TS = 650 K; open circles are data
for Ei = 1000 meV and θi = 15◦, solid circles are data Ei = 750 meV and θi = 15◦, open diamonds are data
for Ei = 320 meV and θi = 15◦ and solid diamond is data Ei = 320 meV and θi = 40◦. (b) Data taken from
Rettner et al. (1991). θi = 15◦; open squares are data for Ei = 850 meV and TS = 273 K, solid squares are
data for Ei = 850 meV and TS = 520 K and triangles are data for Ei = 90 meV and TS = 520 K. Curves are

calculations.

These experimental measurements exhibit several evident characteristics; the intensity
decreases strongly with increasing rotational energy and there is a steep initial decrease for
small ER

f followed by a large range of ER
f for which the intensity decreases nearly expo-

nentially (i.e., nearly a straight line in the logarithmic plot). For some of the measurements,
in particular for those taken at higher incident beam energies, there is a second pronounced
decrease in intensity for very large ER

f . This high rotational energy feature is termed the
rotational rainbow and its onset marks the classical limit of angular momentum transfer to
a molecule in a single scattering collision.
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Also shown in Fig. 3.9 are curves calculated from Eq. (3.34). For each final rotational
energy these calculations are the sum of the differential reflection coefficient over the in-
ternal vibrational stretch mode excitations, final translational energies, and an average is
carried out over all possible molecular orientations. The differential reflection coefficient is
also averaged over an assumed Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of initial rotational states
with a temperature TR = 35 K which is in approximate agreement with experimental con-
ditions (Kleyn et al., 1981). A distribution of incident molecular vibrational frequencies
at a temperature of 125 K, somewhat larger than the rotational temperature, is also as-
sumed in agreement with estimated experimental conditions. The calculations were found
to depend only weakly on the distribution of initial rotational states as long as the aver-
age rotational energy was small compared to the incident translational energy, and this is
discussed further in connection with Fig. 3.11 below. The velocity parameter vR is given
a value of 1000 m/s and ωR is taken to be 1010 s−1, but as in previous cases the results
are not strongly dependent on these parameters, and in this case are not affected even by
changes of a factor of two or more.

Relatively good quantitative agreement is seen between calculations and experiment.
The initial steep decline in intensity is somewhat overemphasized by the calculations but
it occurs over the same energy range as the observations. The long plateau of exponential
decay for intermediate energies is well matched. The calculations do not reproduce the
rotational rainbow behavior observed at higher incident energies, but this is understandable
because the simple interaction potential of Eq. (3.38) used to calculate the scattering form
factor does not include the possibility of a rainbow.

The data of Fig. 3.9(a) have in an earlier study been analyzed using molecular dynam-
ics simulations that included a relatively sophisticated interaction potential energy sur-
face (Kimman et al., 1986). This study obtained a good description of the experimental
data and in particular obtained a correct prediction of the rotational rainbow. The same
molecular dynamics study was used to explain the data for final translational energy as
a function of rotational energy shown above in Fig. 3.8 (Muhlhausen et al., 1985). The
present work demonstrates that most of the observed features, with the exception of the
rotational rainbow, are not strongly dependent on details of the potential energy landscape
but instead arise largely from the statistical mechanics of the scattering process.

A more recent and quite extensive experimental examination of a different system, N2
scattering from Cu(110), is shown in the rotational energy spectra of Fig. 3.10. These
measurements cover a range of incident beam translational energies from 90 to 1000 meV,
surface temperatures from 100 to 700 K as marked and the measurements were made
for incident and final angles nearly normal to the surface (Siders and Sitz, 1994). Each
of these sets of experimental points is compared to calculations carried out with similar
incident beam parameters as in the previous graphs. In this case the calculated curves agree
quantitatively with the measurement for the whole rotational energy range except in some
cases for the highest energy points measured. The experimental points at small ER

f values
for most incident conditions display the rather sharp decrease exhibited in the calculations,
but at large ER

f there is little indication of rotational rainbow cut-off behavior.
One interesting point that arises from the comparisons of calculations with the rotational

energy spectra data is that for nearly all incident conditions reported, the calculations show
a very sharp decrease at small rotational energy, and this decrease is observed in much of
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Fig. 3.10. The final rotational energy distribution under specular geometry conditions for several incident ener-
gies and surface temperatures for N2/Cu (110). (a) TS = 300 K; Ei = 90 meV, 350 meV, 640 meV and 940 meV
as marked. (b) Ei = 90 meV; TS = 300 K and TS = 693 K. Symbols are experimental data from Siders and Sitz

(1994) and curves are theory.

the available data. However, this data was obtained using molecular jet beams and these
are known to produce very cold rotational distributions, typically of a few tens of K and
relatively independent of translational energy. Our calculations indicate that the low ER

f

energy behavior is due to the cold incident rotational distribution and that if an incident
beam with a rotational energy distribution comparable to the translational energy were
used the effect would disappear. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.11 which shows several
calculations compared to the N2/Cu(110) data for ET

i = 640 meV and TS = 300 K from
Fig. 3.10. The dotted curve is the same calculation shown in Fig. 3.10 for an incident
beam with a rotational temperature of 35 K. The dashed curve shows a calculation, not
for a Boltzmann distribution of rotations, but for a beam with a single rotational energy
of 13.4 meV for all N2 molecules. This energy would correspond approximately to the
J = 7 rotational quantum level. It is clear that the sharp decrease at low rotational energy
is somewhat damped but the behavior at large ER

f is essentially unchanged.
The solid curve in Fig. 3.11 is for an incident beam having a fixed rotational energy

of 26.4 meV (approximately the same as the J = 10 rotational state) and it is seen that
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Fig. 3.11. The final rotational energy distribution for Ei = 640 meV and surface temperature 300 K for
N2/Cu(110). Symbols are experimental data from Siders and Sitz (1994), the dash curve is theory with a cold
initial rotational distribution of TR = 35 K, the long dash curve is theory with initial rotational state with
ER

i
= 13.4 meV (J = 7), solid curve is theory with initial rotational state at 26.4 meV (J = 10) and dot

dashed curve is theory with initial rotational state at 100.8 meV (J = 20). θi = θf = 0◦.

the low energy decrease is significantly reduced. For the dash-dotted curve, the rotational
energy is fixed at 100.8 meV, about the same as for the J = 20 quantum level, and the
calculated rotational energy spectrum becomes nearly exponential over the entire energy
range. However, all curves regardless of initial rotational state saturate to nearly the same
behavior at large ER

f . Thus, it appears clear that the anomalous behavior of the rotational

energy spectra at small ER
f is due to the cold rotational distribution of the incident beam.

Although we did not show in Fig. 3.11 calculations that average over incident Boltzmann
rotational distributions with very high temperatures, our calculations show that the effect
is similar and that for high incident rotational temperatures the effect tends to disappear.
This, in fact, could become a very useful effect. It indicates that careful measurements
of the small ER

f behavior of the spectra, when compared with calculations such as those
presented here, can be used to determine the rotational energy distribution of the incident
beam.

3.5.4. Internal vibrational mode excitation

Calculations for the excitation probability of the NO molecular stretch mode in collisions
with an Ag(111) surface are presented here. At the incident energies involved in the present
experiments the N–O stretch mode, which in the gas phase has a value of 233 meV, is only
weakly excited. However, shown in Fig. 3.12 for the case of NO/Ag(111) is a comparison
of calculation and experiment (Rettner et al., 1985) of the excitation probability for the
first excited state of this mode as a function of incident translational energy. As for the
previous calculations, a rotational temperature of 35 K is assumed for the incident beam,
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Fig. 3.12. NO/Ag(111): Probability for excitation of a single quantum of the internal stretch mode of the NO
molecule as a function of incident energy compared with measured values (Rettner et al., 1985) shown as open
circles. The vertical line indicates the gas-phase stretch mode energy of 233 meV. The surface temperature is

760 K and θi = θf = 15◦.

and the incident and final angles are θi = 15◦ and θf = 15◦. The surface temperature is
760 K. The results have been averaged over all collisional orientations of the molecule and
over angular directions of the angular momentum. It is seen that the internal mode excita-
tion probability does not become appreciable until the incident translational energy is well
above the mode excitation energy. However, due to coupling with the phonons, the energy
supplied by the surface vibrations gives a small but non-zero probability of excitation even
for incident translational plus rotational energy less than the threshold energy for internal
mode excitation of NO. This is seen in both experiment and theory in Fig. 3.12. Excitation
probabilities of 7–8% are predicted by the theory for incident translational energies of up to
1 eV. An alternative theoretical model, which calculates the excitation probability assum-
ing that the forced harmonic oscillator behavior is due to electron–hole pair creation has
been proposed by Newns (1986), and produces excitation probabilities which also agree
well with the data of Fig. 3.12.

3.6. Conclusions

In experiments involving the collisions of molecular particles with a surface a major con-
tributor to energy exchange is the excitation of phonon modes of the target. At the quan-
tum level, which implies annihilation or creation of single phonons, observation of such
processes can provide fundamental physical information on the dynamics of the surface
and on the molecule–surface interaction potential. When multiple quanta of phonons are
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excited a reduced amount of detail can be obtained about the surface dynamics, but mul-
tiphonon transfer needs to be understood because it presents a background that must be
subtracted, or otherwise accounted for, in order to reveal features in the scattering spectra
due to other mechanisms. In the classical limit of large kinetic energies, heavy molecular
masses and high temperatures the multiphonon energy transfers become classical in nature,
but even in that limit the multiphonon scattering spectra can reveal important information
about the gas–surface collision process.

Presented in this paper is a brief review of theoretical descriptions of molecular beam
scattering from surfaces. The theory is sufficiently rigorous that it reduces to an exact result
for the simple problem of atomic elastic diffraction from surfaces, which involves only the
three spatial degrees of freedom. Then, in a straight-forward manner, and initially with
atomic projectiles, the theory is first developed to include single-phonon excitations, next
to include excitations of a few phonons, and then it is extended to the classical limit of
many-phonon transfers.

The results obtained for atomic projectiles are then extended to molecular particles
within the decoupling approximation. Expressions are first developed for the scattering
including classical rotational excitation of a rigid molecule. Finally, the internal molecular
vibrational modes are included via a semiclassical quantum mechanical theory. At each
of these levels it is possible to obtain expressions for the scattering transition rate that are
written as closed-form analytic equations. In the multiphonon limit the transition rates are
mixed quantum-classical in form. They are essentially classical in the projectile’s trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom while quantum mechanical in the excitation of
internal molecular vibrational modes.

The theory presents a clear and straight-forward picture of the multiphonon excitation
and how it affects the dynamics of the other degrees of freedom involved in the molecu-
lar collision process. Although one important need for understanding multiphonon effects
is for background subtraction in order to clearly reveal the features observed in the data
caused by the other degrees of freedom, it is shown that measurements of the multiphonon
spectra can reveal important physical information. Among these are the determination of
the physisorption well depth, sensitivity to collective effects in the target through deter-
mination of effective masses, it can reveal the smoothness of the surface and produce
mean-square corrugation amplitudes, it can provide information about the distribution of
rotational energies in the incident molecular beam, energy transfer and accommodation
coefficients can be measured, and it provides a beautiful example of the transition from the
purely quantum mechanical regime of elastic and single-phonon scattering to the classical
regime of multiquantum excitation.

A number of experimental measurements are analyzed in order to exhibit examples of
the influence of multiphonon excitation on molecular scattering from surfaces. The first of
these is a description of the angular distribution lobes observed when a molecular beam
strikes the surface and the only measured quantity is the total number of particles scattered
as a function of final angles. For molecules substantially heavier than hydrogen, the shapes
of these lobes are well predicted as functions of the experimentally controllable parameters
such as surface temperature, incident kinetic energy, incident angle, molecule species and
surface composition.
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A second type of scattering experiment involves making translational energy-resolved
measurements at fixed angles. Classical multiphonon theory is shown in several examples
to explain the measured properties of the energy transfer.

A third class of molecular scattering experiments are measurements of scattered inten-
sity and final average translational energy as functions of rotational energy. Again, for the
case of molecules that are larger than hydrogen, classical theories in the translational and
rotational degrees of freedom appear to give a good description of the observed results.

The final example considered here is the excitation of internal molecular vibrational
modes. This provides a good example of how multiphonon effects can be incorporated
into a calculation primarily intended to explain the consequences of a different mechanism
activated during the scattering process.

The approach described here has the advantage that, at least for single collision events,
it can be expressed in terms of closed-form mathematical expressions, as opposed to other
more numerically intensive methods such as molecular dynamics simulations or trajectory
calculations. The analytic form of the results also means that this method of describing
multiphonon transfers can readily be incorporated into scattering theories for other excita-
tion processes, at least within the decoupling approximation. This is readily accomplished
by expressing the scattering theory for the desired process as a time-dependent Fourier
transform, and then convoluting with the multiphonon kernel as is done in Eq. (3.34). An
example of this convolution process is the influence of multiphonon energy transfers on
internal molecular vibrational mode excitation as discussed above in Section 3.5.4 in con-
nection with Fig. 3.12. If, in the calculations, multiphonon transfers are ignored the internal
mode excitation probabilities are substantially overestimated. The addition of multiphonon
degrees of freedom, and the concomitant reduced amount of incident energy available be-
cause of energy loss to the surface modes, reduces the calculated probabilities and brings
them into much better agreement with measurement. It also shows that phonon excitations
can cause the appearance of non-zero internal mode excitation probabilities at incident
translational energies well below the threshold at which the incident kinetic energy equals
the mode energy.

The comparisons between theory and experiment exhibited here show that many of the
features introduced into molecule–surface scattering spectra as a result of multiphonon
excitation can be qualitatively, and often quantitatively, explained within the framework of
a mixed quantum-classical theoretical treatment.
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